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Groundbreaking scientific views on mystical events such as astrology, the law of attraction,
magic spells and even god have finally been brought to the public. Dave Rei Martins, a
religion researcher and Quantum Physics speaker has worked on years of deep analysis which
can be seen in his new book: The Supernatural Science – Theory and Magic. Martins has been
honoured in Astrophysics and Cosmology by the Australian National University, and also has a
diploma in Neuropsychology under his belt. The research on the science behind the
supernatural has taken years of both studying and personal experiences.
Martins is a pioneer in applying the principles of quantum physics to the field of astrology and
divinatory works. While traditional views focus on a mysterious force behind divinatory tools,
Martins’ work focuses on the mechanisms through which quantum particles and waves
intermediate our unconscious mind with the oracles, such as tarot cards, palmistry, etc.
Dave Rei Martins scientific research started out as a hobby, which led him to discover the
science behind such mystical events and thus he decided to deepen his knowledge via
academic
research.
His studies started in the early 2000’s, and more recently Martins certified his knowledge in
Astrophysics and also has gained a Neuropsychology diploma, as both Physics and Human
Sciences
were
relevant
for
such
an
audacious
research.
Years spent visiting spiritual temples, consulting oracles, and practicing and observing a
multitude of paranormal and esoteric events, has intrigued Martins—whose works describe
witchcraft, karma, psychic abilities and others as a scientific phenomenon, with science based
validation and nomenclatures—to dig a little deeper and uncover the science behind the
mysteries.
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